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Introduction 

 China has experienced rapid economic growth leading to 

increased household wealth, disposable income and 

consumption demand.

 Observed increasing demand for new products, luxury items 

and imported food products. 

 Chinese consumers may be willing to pay higher prices for 

high-quality imported fruits. 
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Background

 The growing and high-value Chinese consumer market is a 
major opportunity for international agri-food businesses.

 ACIAR partner countries have a regional advantage to 
access the Chinese market. 

 Mango is a high-value smallholder commodity, gaining 
access to the Chinese market may provide an opportunity to 
increase profit for smallholder farmers.

 To explore and analyse the current scope of the fresh 
mango retail market in Shanghai and Guangzhou.
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Background cont.

 Patchy success of agri-food imports and acceptability in the 

Chinese market. 

 Need to understand the nature of opportunities and 

challenges for Asia–Pacific countries to access the Chinese 

mango market. 
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Methodology

 Shanghai and Guangzhou were selected as case study 

cities as they represent two cities with the largest imported 

mango growth potential. 

4 Supermarkets 

(modern retailers)

2 Wetmarkets

(traditional retailers)

5 Fruit shops 

(niche retailer)
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Methodology cont. 
Interview tool 

developed

Interviews carried 
out 

Data transcribed and 
input to Nvivo

Recurring themes 
identified and coded 

• E.g. Key theme “quality”

Text queries run to 
identify frequency

• E.g. how many people mention 
“quality”

Text queries visualised to 
explore context

• E.g. In what context do 
people mention “quality”

Results of analysis output 
and reported 

•Mango retailers in supermarkets, wet 
markets, and specialty fruit shops in 
Shanghai (7) and Guangzhou (4)  

•Data imported to Nvivo
qualitative analysis 
software 

•Interview tool developed 
and piloted in Guangzhou 
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Results

Quantity, price & origin 

 Six interviewees were able to provide annual sales data of imported 
and domestic mangoes. 

 The average (domestic and imported) reported sales were 2,690 kg 
per year. 

 The lowest reported annual sale was 1,000 kg per year (family run 
supermarket, Shanghai) 

 The highest reported volume was 5,200 kg/year (wetmarket stall, 
Guangzhou)

 Reported sale volumes were higher for domestic mangoes: 

 Domestic: 1,016 kg/year

 Imported: 470 kg/year
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 Price varied considerably between mango origin and type of 
retail outlet. 

 High end supermarkets (e.g. Ole): average prices ranged 
between CNY30 and CNY52 per kilogram for imported 
mangoes. Price per piece was also common in higher end 
supermarkets. 

 Wetmarkets and small specialty stores had the lowest price for 
imported mangoes of CNY24–26/kg.

 The price range for domestic mangoes was lower and ranged 
between CNY16 and CNY20 per kilogram.

Results

Quantity, price & origin 
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 Mangoes were imported and sold from Australia, Thailand, Peru, 

Vietnam, Thailand, and Taiwan.

 Vietnam and Thai mangoes were the most commonly stocked across 

all retailers

 High end supermarkets reported stocking more Australian and 

Peruvian mangoes, while wetmarkets sold more domestic and 

Vietnamese mangoes

 Retailers were confident in the country of origin claims of the 

mangoes. 

 Proof of origin determined by certificates, paperwork and retailer 

experience. 

Results

Quantity, price & origin 
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Results

Varietal advantages

Retailers were easily able to identify advantages by country, but not by variety

Origin Advantages Disadvantages

China (domestic) Lower price; seasonal availability, 

sweet; popular for home 

consumption

Smaller than imports; less desirable 

appearance

Thailand Large shape and good appearance; 

overland trade route; reliable supply; 

good acceptability by Chinese 

consumers

Transport and on-shelf damage; prone to 

black spot; flimsy (plastic) packaging

Vietnam Large shape, good appearance; 

overland trade route; same quality, 

lower price than Thai mangoes

Transport and on-shelf damage; some 

concern on country of origin claims 

(Hainan mangoes badged as 

Vietnamese mangoes)

Australia Good taste and texture; available

over Chinese winter; desirable 

appearance for gift or special event

Highest price and high transport costs 

into China; short-shelf life due to long 

transport; doesn’t fully cover peak 

demand season (Spring Festival)
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Results

Quality & damage

 Quality (even more than price) was the biggest reported themes and 

issue for retailers

 Quality was assessed based on internal and external characteristics 

with appearance being the most important.
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Shelf damage and shelf-life was a 

key theme related to quality 

Causes of damage identified: 

 short shelf life, mangoes arriving ripe or 

past ripe

 inability to keep transport and shop 

temperatures constant

 repackaging mangoes for gifts. 

Results

Quality & damage
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Shop location, shopper demographics and season reportedly 

influenced demand for different mango varieties 

Domestic mangoes Imported mangoes

Reported shopper 

characteristics

Families and households

Women and elderly people

Young professionals

Office workers

Middle / high income earners

Reported use Home consumption Home consumption 

Home celebrations / special events

Gifts 

Seasonal demand Nearly year round, depending 

on location

Approx. May – September

Jan – Feb (Australian mango) 

Feb – May (Thai and Vietnamese

mango) 

Results

Mango demand
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 Retailers believe mango demand has been stable to 
date and will likely increase

 Biggest growth is expected in supermarkets, 
specialty fruit shops and e-commerce

 Increased demand believed to be driven by:

 Increased income

 Change in preferences among young professionals; 

 Increased acceptance by Chinese consumers for exotic / 
imported products; 

 Brand recognition of imported mango varieties.

 In wetmarkets and traditional retailers, demand 
likely to remain low / constant if prices remain high.  

Results

Mango demand
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Despite expected growth in demand, retailers acknowledged several 
challenges to importing mangoes from the Asia-Pacific:

 Increasing competition from domestic mangoes (particularly Hainan), which are 
increasing in quality

 Little data / understanding about mangoes from Pakistan and Cambodia

 Possibility of “re-badging”, e.g. Cambodian mangoes being badged as Vietnamese 
mangoes

 Controlling ripeness at point of store arrival, especially for overland trade routes 
(e.g. hot trucking route from Thailand to China)

 Controlling temperatures and ripeness in store, extending shelf life and preventing 
damage

 Rapidly changing e-commerce landscape in China, difficulty for mango suppliers to 
keep up.

Conclusion
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 Premium imported products in high demand in modern retailer 
outlets

 Growing demand in urban cities, young population and middle / 
high income earners where imported products have gained 
consumer acceptance

 Predictable seasonal demand peaks at the start of each calendar 
year (Spring Festival)

 Opportunity to improve cold storage links to ensure on arrival 
quality (and prevent losses)

 Marketing opportunities to improve brand recognition and promote 
country of origin advantages. 

Recommendations
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